On a personal level, the Wrights' stay with the Cran mers was a great success. Both couples were known for their appreciation of music as well as art, but they shared other interests, too.10 The Cranmers, who had three children, bal anced their involvement with the arts with a love of the out doors.11 They entertained houseguests frequently, and they were known to be generous, vivacious, and open-minded.12
The last trait is especially relevant when recalling the linger ing scent of scandal that enveloped the Wrights, who, prior to their marriage, had cohabited for several years and con ceived a child, Iovanna, together.13 "I can't begin to tell you so different from his native Midwest?that were visible through his windshield ( Figure 6 ).25 L -{:;l..:1;:l: rl l.i~i..;S0:l;S:l:.:;l;; l: I r:;;a h.l;00l;f I ;;1: :;0;01; 1 r Figure 5 Map of east Denver, 2 January and three models?a theater, a gas station, and a "Home on the Mesa" ?in a letter fragment dated 5 January. 48 Wright described the third model as follows: "There is the model for the 'Home on the Mesa', near Denver. Block-shell and copper in the main, and without windows in the conven tional sense and with cross ventilation at the floors. In the publication, Hitchcock's essay on Wright The architect's reference to "twentieth-century style" may on, Wright referred to his evolving system as "textile block construction," a play on traditional fiber weaving that pointed to both its structural and decorative potential.93
The system developed quickly from applied decoration to? 
If the Lloyd Jones House indicates a turning point in
Wright's textile block system, then the House on the Mesa represents a more pronounced retreat. As Sweeney noted, "concrete block seems almost incidental to the scheme."99
Plain blocks were to be used throughout the house, and pat terned blocks were to be employed sparingly. The role of pattern was seemingly usurped by the copper screens and the metal-thread curtains. For example, the perspective view of the living room interior reveals patterned blocks framing the opening to the swimming pool, and these are juxtaposed with the patterned draperies (see Figure 21 ). 
